
Designer’s full name: Winslow Homer

Designer’s pseudonym/nickname: The Obtuse Bard

Gender: Male

Year Born: February, 24th, 1836

Country Born: Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Year Died: September, 29th, 1910

Country Died: U.S.A.

Religion | Political Alignment: Information unavailable.

___________ 

How did any of the above affect either his/her life experience or work because it/they provided a 
challenge at the time? 

None of the above qualities of the designer provided a challenge for the time. 

Did this designer do notable work in fields other than what would TODAY be considered  
graphic design? 

This artist was also a painter, while he did most of his graphic design in his early artistic career in his later 
years he was primarily a painter and some of his most famous works are his paintings and he is known for his 
painting skills.

Winslow Homer



For what is this designer most noted in relation to design?  EXPLAIN.

This artist was most noted for his influential style in his illustrations and typography used in Harpers Weeklys 
cover. The reason his illustrations were influential was because they meshed well with the wood block style of 
printing and how they depicted the scenes of war life and general day to day.

Is there anything controversial about this designer? Explain. 

There is nothing notably controversial about this designer.

Explain this designer’s education/training, including academic, apprenticeships,  
and /or mentorships.

Homer’s first teacher was his mother who was a amatuer watercolorist. He then had an apprenticeship with 
a Boston lithographer. After that he later enrolled at the national academy of design. A teacher there named 
Frederick Rondel mentored him on the basics of painting  such as how to handle the materials for painting 
and brushwork.

Did this designer promote a specific ideology in his/her work? Explain. 

This designer did not promote a specific ideology in work.

Why is this designer viewed as iconic in the history of graphic design? 

Homer is most notable for his work on Harper’s Weekly mostly because he had a strong understanding of 
Graphic design from his work as a lithographer and the fact that his designs worked well with the woodblock 
printing method. This allowed his illustrations to be a cut above the rest that were featured in Harper’s 
Weekly.

Is there any other important information to know about this designer?

No. The man preferred to keep his personal life personal for the most part. Other information on Homer is 
mostly speculations without grounded evidence.



___________

Student: Gavin Chase Cunningham
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